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Expeditionist Information
Introduction
Expeditionists is a platform that provides African explorers and adventurers with a
space to market themselves and their expeditions and become part of a community,
movement, brand and lifestyle. Collectively, we focus on exploring, educating,
engaging, empowering and creating packaged and marketable content. Our brand
tag line is “just epic” and this inspires everything we create.

Our mission is to create a community of African explorers and adventurers, support
and promote them and inspire the world with content that educates, engages and
brands Africa as just epic.

Our vision is an African exploration and adventure community, movement, brand
and lifestyle that engages, educates, empowers and creates a better image of Africa
and a better life for Africans.

What is an Expeditionist
An Expeditionist is a person who undertakes a journey with purpose, either
as an individual or in a group. The purposes of expeditions over the centuries
have usually consisted of themes related to exploration, science, history,
cultural discovery, military excursions, social causes and personal records.
However, most importantly, an expedition is a journey of human experience
and conquering the elements, obstacles and tasks put before them.
As we are a community of expeditionists from Africa, Expeditionists focuses on
aspiring African explorers and adventurers. By African, we mean a person born,
living in or for Africa. Join us and use our platform as a means to market yourself
and your journey.
African adventurers and explorers often battle to get their projects off the
ground due to a lack in financial support and marketing. Expeditionists was
established to fill this gap and help make dreams a reality.

Criteria for Aspiring Expeditionists
Any aspiring African explorer and adventurer with an idea, lots of passion and
a commitment for adventure, exploration, endurance, research and making a
difference can apply.
You Must:
•

Have a vision and unique idea. It must stand out and dare to be different. Make
sure you have done your research. Expeditions requires careful planning and
attention to detail.

•

Be passionate and patient - Rome wasn’t built in a day and you will have to
keep at it when the going gets tough.

•

Make sure you are mentally and physically fit. If you are going to undertake
an expedition that requires new skills, have the patience to learn them and
train until you are fully ready.

•

Determination and the will to succeed. Be prepared to follow your heart no
matter what.

Already on an Expedition?
If you have already established an expedition and started upon your journey, but
do not have the resources for a website or to market yourself and your expedition,
then Expeditionists is the platform and community for you. If you already have a
website, you are still welcome to join the platform and community.

The Application Form
Whether you are an aspiring explorer and adventurer, already upon an expedition
or want to join an expedition on our platform, you need to fill out our application
form first https://expeditionists.org/getinvolved.
Please fill in the form and when you get to the last text box -“Area of Interest”, please
could you state that you are interested in becoming part of the Expeditionists
community as an expeditionist. Then could you write whether you want to
create your own expedition, market an existing expedition of yours or join one
of our expeditions as an expeditionists. Please write a breif description of your
expedition and what it will entail. Last of all, could you please write a brief bio of
yourself and a motivation for going upon an expedition and wanting to join our
community.
Once your application form is sent through to us, we will read through it and
communicate back with you. If your expedition is in align with our objectives,
mission and vision, then we will further consult with you in terms of receiving
support, advice and uploading your profile and expedition page onto the
Expeditionists platform.

The Website Platform
Once you are part of the Expeditionists community you will be given access to
our online platform where you can create your own profile page and expedition.
Your profile page consists of profile picture, social media widgets, an email
address of your own or provided by us, space to write up your bio and a gallery
to upload photos. You also have your own separate blog so you can share your
journey and experiences along the way.
In addition, there is space at the bottom of the page to advertise your sponsors
and charities. You can load a brand profile image for each of your sponsors and
charities with a link to their respective websites.
Our platform also has a video page for you to load Youtube based vlogs, videos,
series and documentaries that you have created.

The Community
Once you have created your pages on the Expeditionists platform, you are apart
of the community. We’ll even send you a free cap and t-shirt so you can really feel
like part of the family! We offer support in terms of advice and digital resources.
Most of the explorers and adventurers on our platform and in our community
are happy to chat about their experiences and give advice. We have a host of
resources in preparing for expeditions and what is needed to successfully
complete an expedition.
As a member of the platform and community, we will also market your profile,
expedition and any content you create on our social media platforms and website.
We will also assist you in learning how to market yourself, your expedition and
grow your following on social media channels. Last of all, with a team of content
and editorial editors, we can also provide editing services in terms of content,
blogs and your profile pages.
In the future, we aim to grow this community so that we can offer an African
Adventurer of the Year award and provide exploration grants to aspiring African
explorers through partnerships with sponsors, universities and big brands.

What is required from an
Expeditionist
Once on the Expeditionists platform and in the community, an Expeditionist will
be expected to:
•

create content (text and visuals) during your expedition that can be
packaged for commercial and educational use.

•

publish a blog post on your profile at least once a month

•

be an ambassador for Expeditionists   

•

market Expeditionists and fellow African explorers and adventurers in the
community

•

give cause, expedition and motivational talks at schools, events and
businesses

•

lead school field trips for groups of students in disadvantaged areas once
your expedition is complete

•

support and assist other Expeditionists with advice

By content, we mean - expedition diaries, photographs, videos, documentaries,
books, audio podcasts, drawings and social media posts.

Content
The content that is created by an Expeditionist should tell their story and
journey whilst on an expedition. It should also market Africa, it’s cultures, tourist
attractions, landscapes and brands.
Our brand corporate identity and tagline is - Just Epic. Make this your motto and
inspiration!
An Expeditionist should also dedicate some of their content for educational
topics. There are great opptunities on expeditions to educate students and the
public on subjects such as navigation, climatology, geography, physics, science,
biology, history, conservation and survival tactics.
The content created by Expeditionists through your stories will be packaged into
entertainment and commercial adverts, promo videos, programs, documentaries,
newsletters, magazine articles and interactive media. As this community grows,
Expeditionists and its media production partners aim to produce a digital and
print magazine and TV show. An interactive digital portal linked to the website
for educational content is also in the pipeline. Teachers and students will be
encouraged to use this portal to develop skills and facilitate further learning on
an array of exciting subjects.

So Just Be Epic
Join The Community,

The Lifestyle & The Brand,
If You Can Handle It!
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